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ABSTRACT

User-generated videos (UGVs) have dominated contempo-

rary social networking sites (SNSs). Forecasting their popu-

larity is of great relevance to a broad range of online services.

All existing studies forecast popularity of UGVs using their

popularity statistics that are accumulated for a period of time

after they are uploaded. Hence, there is always a substantial

time lag (days to weeks) before popularity forecast can take

effects. However, such a time lag is undesirable for timely

popularity forecast as forecasting initial popularity during

UGVs’ lifetime is vitally important. In fact, we have found

in our measurement that the most popular UGVs usually

precede others starting from the beginning days and UGVs

generally receive the highest attentions during the first few

days. In this paper, we present the first exploration on fore-

casting initial popularity for UGVs at their uploading moment

without accumulating their popularity statistics. Specifical-

ly, we first design an effective crawler framework to collect

the publicly observable features of videos at their uploading

moment. We then collect a representative and large YouTube

video data set with 318,627 videos. Based on the data set,

we select the most relevant features as predictors and de-

sign a neural network-based learning model to forecast initial

popularity of just-uploaded UGVs. Experimental results val-

idate the effectiveness of the proposed forecasting model and

demonstrate the model’s benefits for online services such as

in-video advertising and video caching.

Index Terms— User-generated videos, video initial pop-

ularity, popularity forecast

1. INTRODUCTION

User-generated videos (UGVs) have recently dominated con-

temporary social networking sites (SNSs) such as Facebook,

YouTube, and Vine. Forecasting the popularity of UGVs not

only empowers the efficient storage and network resource al-

location, which benefits both SNS operators and SNS users,

but also brings about better opportunities for third-party ap-

plications such as in-video advertising.
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Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 61550110244.

Fig. 1. (a) The change of popularity distribution for the videos

who eventually become top 10% popular; (b) the relative

magnitude of daily average view counts

Video popularity is usually defined as the relative number

of views a video gained during an observation period, most

commonly during one single day [1, 2]. According to re-

cent studies, one representative scheme is to directly use the

video’s early-life statistics as predictors and forecast popular-

ity by regression. In [3], it is proposed to use the historical

popularity patterns, i.e., the up-to-date video popularity from

the uploading day, to forecast the view counts for UGVs in

future days. In [4], video sharing information in the first few

days is used to forecast the future popularity. An alternative

scheme is based on model fitting. It is proposed in [5] that

most of the popularity patterns of UGVs fall into six model-

s. Some other works propose that the long-term popularity

patterns of UGVs across their life span can be fitted into a

single model constructed in an explainable manner [1, 2]. Fu-

ture popularity can then be forecasted by fitting the historical

popularity patterns into the specific model.

Despite of variations in methodologies, one common fea-

ture of all existing works is that they need to accumulate suffi-

cient video popularity statistics once a video is uploaded and

they can only start forecasting after a relatively long period.

The resulting time lag makes it infeasible to timely capture

the initial popularity, e.g., the popularity on the first day up-

on a video is uploaded.

Then, an interesting question would be: is initial popular-
ity forecast for UGVs meaningful? To answer this question,

we have explored the YouTube video data set we collected

and observed that the answer is affirmative because:

1. Initial popularity is highly correlated to future popular-



ity. We study videos that eventually become top 10%

popular video after 28 days and show the change of

their popularity during the first 27 days in Fig.1 (a).

We can see that almost half of these videos have al-

ready been top 10% popular on the first day and more

than 80% of them are top 50% popular starting from the

first day. Besides, the popularity shuffle becomes less

significant as time passes.

2. Initial period witnesses the highest view counts com-

pared to future period. We study all videos in the data

set and show their daily average view counts from the

1st day to the 28th day in Fig.1 (b). Specifically, we

use the number of the 1st day view counts as the refer-

ence, and present the relative magnitudes of daily view

counts of the following days. The result indicates that

the first day has the highest average view counts, and

there is a decreasing trend of view counts as time pass-

es. Such a trend also accords with the results in [6].

However, whether or not the initial popularity forecast is

feasible and how to perform the forecast have not yet been

studied. To fill this gap, we present the first exploration on

forecasting the initial popularity of UGVs upon their upload-

ing, i.e., no video popularity statistics are accumulated. More

specifically, we focus on the beginning-day popularity fore-

cast instead of initial-hours forecast in order to accommodate

user activity variations at different time of a day. To begin

with, we design an effective crawler framework to collec-

t the publicly observable features of videos at their upload-

ing moment. We then build a representative and large data

set composed of 318,627 YouTube videos and evaluate the

possibility of these features to be used for forecasting the

beginning-day popularity. Furthermore, we select the most

related ones as predictors and design a neural network-based

learning model to forecast the beginning-day popularity for

just-uploaded UGVs. Experimental results from the model e-

valuation shows that the proposed model is able to capture the

most popular videos with high precision, and provide practi-

cal guidance to online services such as in-video advertising

and video caching.

2. DATA COLLECTION

We build our data set by crawling videos from YouTube,

which is the world’s most popular UGV platform. In this sec-

tion, we first introduce the YouTube crawler framework we

designed and the data format this framework outputs. Then

we proceed to present the statistical properties of the data set

and demonstrate the representativeness of the data set.

2.1. YouTube Crawler

The proposed YouTube crawler handles three tasks: (1)

crawling the target YouTube videos, (2) crawling the poten-
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Fig. 2. The crawler framework and the output data format

(outputs of different APIs are differentiated by gray scales)

tial predictors associated with these videos, and (3) crawling

the real beginning-day view counts of these videos (ground

truth). The framework of the crawler is shown in Fig. 2. It

has four crawling stages.

To begin with, we randomly select 150,000 keywords

from the Yago lexical ontology [7]. These keywords are then

fed as queries to the YouTube data API and retrieve a set of

just-uploaded videos within one hour. We record the video

ID vi for each unique video i in the response. Besides, we

also record the channel ID ui of the video’s uploader, since

we consider the uploader information as a potential factor

that impacts the UGV popularity. Therefore, this step results

in a video ID set S as well as a channel ID set U .

Then we retrieve all publicly observable features in

YouTube associated with a video and a channel. Nonetheless,

we avoid collecting sparse features such as location infor-

mation that are only available for a small set of videos or

channels1. Specifically, for each channel in U , we request the

channel statistics including the number of followers Nf , the

number of uploaded videos Nv in the past, and total number

video view counts Ntc and comments Ntm received by the

channel. At the same time, we request video statistics for

each video in S, including the video category cat, and the

video length len, the total number of its related videos Nr

and the list of related video IDs �ri.

At the time we obtain �ri, we further request the current

view counts �Nrc of these related videos as another feature.

Finally, we crawl for the ground truth of what we intend

to forecast, i.e., the video view counts Nc after the video has

been uploaded for 24 hours.

Note that all the features except for cat and len are time

variant. To guarantee that time variant features are collected

around the video uploading moment, we adopt parallel pro-

1Please refer all available features provided by YouTube data API from

https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3/docs



Fig. 3. (a) Popularity distribution; (b) category distribution

cessing to improve time efficiency of the crawler. For the

time invariant features cat and len, we simply request them

together with Nc.

To build a large and representative data set, we random-

ly select 14 time points between October 20th, 2015 and

December 11st, 2015, and repeat the above process at each

time point. The crawler eventually results in 318,627 unique

videos with associated features. In addition, we keep track of

the video statistic dynamics of 45,204 of these videos for a

relatively long period of time (28 days) in order to study the

importance of the initial popularity forecast.

2.2. Statistical Properties of The Data Set

We examine the representativeness of our data set from two

aspects, i.e., the beginning-day popularity distribution and the

category distribution. Existing studies show that the popu-

larity distributions of YouTube videos can be fitted using a

power-law distribution with an exponential cutoff [8]. We

confirm this trend by showing the number of views a video

received plotted against the number of videos falling into that

bin in Fig. 3(a). We can see that the popularity distribution

shape follows a power-law distribution in the waist and has

an approximate exponential decay at large values of views.

More specifically, the power-law fitting on our data set results

in an exponent of 1.54, which falls into the expected range

1.5∼2.5 [8]. Furthermore, we examine the category distribu-

tion of videos in our data set. Fig. 3(b) shows that videos in

the data set fall into a wide range of 14 categories, with a pref-

erence on popular categories such as People& Blogs, Gaming,

Entertainment, Music, and Film& Animation. Based on these

two aspects, we conclude that our data set is sufficiently rep-

resentative.

3. INITIAL POPULARITY FORECAST

In this section, we introduce the methodology to forecast the

beginning-day popularity of YouTube videos at the beginning

of their uploading. Specifically, we first discuss how to evalu-

ate the features and select a subset of them as predictors. We

then train a neural network model based on these predictors

and evaluate the performance of the model.

Table 1. SU values of features
len cat Nf Nac Nam Nv Nrc Nr rand

0.09 0.07 0.30 0.31 0.04 0.17 0.35 0.15 0.01

3.1. Predictor Evaluation

3.1.1. Preprocessing

We first preprocess the features as follows: 1) compute the av-

erage view counts Nac and the average comments Nam from

Ntc, Ntm, and Nv (Nac = Ntc/Nv , Nam = Ntm/Nv) for each

channel in the data set, in order to reduce correlations between

features; 2) compute the average view counts Nrc of the re-

lated videos in �ri from the corresponding �Nrc and replace
�Nrc with it, for ease of evaluation; 3) convert the categori-

cal variable cat to a numerical variable by dummy coding; 4)

normalize all features to make them comparable.

3.1.2. Correlation Measurement

We proceed to measure the correlations between the features

and the target, i.e., the beginning-day view counts Nc. Since

it is not safe to assume simple linear correlation between fea-

tures and the target, we perform correlation measurement by

adopting symmetrical uncertainty (SU ), which is based on

the entropy and is able to capture both linear and non-linear

correlations [9] . Suppose H(X) and H(Y ) are the entropies

of X and Y respectively, and H(X|Y ) is the entropy of X
after observing Y , then the additional information about X
provided by Y can be reflected by the information gain as de-

fined in Eqn. (1). The SU value between X and Y is then

defined as in Eqn. (2). SU has the range [0,1] with the val-

ue 1 indicating that knowledge of the value of X completely

predicts the value of Y and the value 0 indicating that X and

Y are independent.

IG(X|Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (1)

SU(X,Y ) =
2IG(X|Y )

H(X) +H(Y )
(2)

We hence compute the SU value for each feature by treat-

ing Y as Nc, and X as the feature. For comparison, we also

compute the SU value for a random variable. The result is

shown in Table 1. It indicates that the most relevant features

are the average view counts of related videos Nrc, the aver-

age view counts of all videos uploaded by the corresponding

channel Nac, and the number of followers Nf of the chan-

nel. The number of videos that the channel uploaded Nv and

the number of related videos Nr have relatively lower corre-

lations with Nc. The length of the video len, the video cate-

gory cat, and the average number of comments Nam that the

channel received only slightly outperform the random vari-

able. The predictors for initial popularity forecast can then be

selected by a user-defined threshold of SU value.



3.2. Model Construction

Our popularity forecast task can be formulated into a regres-

sion problem. We propose to solve this problem by training a

neural network model, since we are dealing with a large data

set and unstructured features, which can be well handled by

neural networks [4].

Specifically, we train a two-layer feed-forward neural net-

work. A training sample is {�P , V }, where �P is a set of predic-

tors and V is the target to forecast. By selecting the SU value

threshold t as 0.3, 0.1, and 0.01, �P becomes [Nrc, Nac, Nf ],

[Nrc, Nac, Nf , Nv , Nr], [Nrc, Nac, Nf , Nv , Nr, Nam, len,

cat], respectively. In terms of the hidden layer, we choose

the number of neurons from 10 to 30, and find that the best

number of hidden neurons when t = 0.3, 0.1, and 0.01 is 18,

20, and 25, respectively. In addition, we divide our data set

into the training set, the validation set, and the test set, and

each set accounts 70%, 15%, and 15% of the overall videos,

respectively.

3.3. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed regression mod-

el, we consider two online services where initial UGVs pop-

ularity is greatly valuable, i.e., in-video advertising and video

caching. We aim to measure the general ability of our model

in capturing the initially top popular videos. We do not evalu-

ate the absolute video view count for individual videos since

the view number of UGVs has extremely broad range and it is

also unnecessary in practice to know the exact number of the

view counts. We focus on the top 1%, top 2%, top 5%, and

top 10% popular videos in the first day because these videos

are able to capture the most significant portion (≥ 90%) of

the total views in the data set and hence is most meaningful

for popularity forecast.

We first investigate in-video advertising service, where a

set of popular videos are required to determine in advance.

The forecasting performance can then be evaluated by how

much the predicted popular videos match the real popular

videos. Therefore, we compute the percentage of the inter-

sected videos between the predicted and real top 1% popular

videos (i.e., the precision). We repeat the computation for top

2%, 5%, 10% popular videos and show the results in Fig. 4(a).

We can see that the best performance of our model is achieved

when the SU threshold is set as 0.1. Under such a setting, the

predicted top 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% popular videos are able

to capture 49.8%, 55.7%, 60.9%, and 66.2% of the real top

1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% popular videos, respectively. In oth-

er words, given a set of just-uploaded videos, the proposed

model is able to correctly forecast 50∼65% of the top popu-

lar videos without any accumulated popularity statistics at the

video uploading moment.

Furthermore, we examine video replication for efficient

storage or caching, where the total number of views captured

by the replicated/cached contents is the essential factor for

t t t t t t

Fig. 4. Performance of the forecasting model

the performance. Therefore, it is critical to guarantee that

the predicted top popular videos can capture as many views

as the ground truth. The percentage of views contributed by

different top videos for both ground truth and prediction is

shown in Fig. 4(b). We observe that the best performance is

also achieved when the SU threshold is 0.1. The predicted

top 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% popular videos can capture 50%,

63%, 78%, 87% of the total views of all videos in the data

set. As a comparison, the real top 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10%

popular videos can capture 73%, 84%, 92%, 97% of the total

views. If we consider all videos in the data set as the whole

online UGV pool and cache 1∼10% of all contents using the

proposed forecasting model, then the cache hit ratio can reach

as high as 70∼90% of the ideal cache hit ratio.

Additionally, the best model performance under SU val-

ue of 0.1 demonstrates that the predictors Nrc, Nac, Nf , Nv ,

and Nr play the most essential role in initial popularity fore-

cast. It is interesting to note that video length and video cat-

egory features that have significant impacts on the long-term

popularity patterns [1, 6] do not contribute sufficiently to the

beginning-day popularity forecast.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the first exploration of initial popu-

larity forecast of user generated videos (UGVs). In particular,

we have explored the possibility of using publicly observable

features to forecast the beginning-day video popularity at the

video uploading moment, based on a large and representa-

tive data set. Furthermore, we trained a neural network using

the explored predictors to conduct the forecast. The result-

s demonstrate that initial popularity forecast upon uploading

moment is feasible and is promising for enriching services

such as in-video advertising and video caching. Future work

shall focus on investigating deeper into the predictors opti-

mization and further improving the forecasting performance.

For example, we can enhance the predictors associated with

related videos by considering the impacts of video age.
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